**Oil pressure/Oil Temp**

- **Power Wire**
  - Red: 12v Constant Power (power all the time)
  - Black: Ground
  - Orange: Headlights or taillights (A power source that only has power when the lights are on)
  - White: 12v Ignition power (Power with key on)

**The sensor wire from the Gauge to sensor is a plug in play design. No cutting or splicing is needed.**

**Water Temp**

- **Power Wire**
  - Red: 12v Constant Power (power all the time)
  - Black: Ground
  - Orange: Headlights or taillights (A power source that only has power when the lights are on)
  - White: 12v Ignition power (Power with key on)

**The sensor wire from the Gauge to sensor is a plug in play design. No cutting or splicing is needed.**